Dear colleagues,

Please find below our most recent suggested amendments:

- Para 9 Ensuring credible links between these processes will contribute to building resilience and achieving the global ambition to eradicate poverty.
- Para 11 – add livelihoods and add ‘participatory approach including civil society, particularly at the local level’
- Para 11 – kindly note the support by Brazil for the Swiss proposals

Best regards,

Oliver

---

Dear colleagues,

This is to confirm the following suggested amendments by Switzerland as mentioned during this afternoon’s negotiation session:

- Para 1, delete ‘based on….. multilateral agreements’
- Also note the support by France and the Czech Republic to this proposal

- Para 3, support to the suggestion by the US

- Para 3, suggestion to reflect that climate change is an important [not the only] factor that impedes progress towards sustainable development

- Para 3, suggestion to delete ‘and extensive’

- Para 4, suggestion to add ’; their livelihoods’ after ‘human beings’

Kind regards,

Oliver